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UFO ENCOUNTER II

Sample Case Selected by the UFO
Subcommittee of the AIAA

By G.D.THAYER

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

The Lakenheath
England, Radar-Visual
UFO Case,
August 13-14,1956

Introduction

Thefollowing story—a second exam
ple of the type of observation which
forms the core of the UFO issue
—has beenselectedby the UFO Sub
committee of the AIAA for publica
tion not only because of its puzzling
content, but also because of the mul
tiplicity of. observations. The author,
a former member of the "Condon
Committee" (University of Colorado
UFO study teqm), discusses the case,
but does not, offer an explanation.
The same was true for the first case,
published in the July 1971 A/A,'
where the principal observers were
highly qualified professionals making
sightings in their line of duty. Both
case studies are intended to give the
reader a flavor of the observational
•residue material which underlies the
UFO controversy. We hope he will
give it his independent assessment as
engineer or scientist.
On a pleasant August evening in
1956, the night-watch supervisor at
the Lakenheath, England, Radar Air
Traffic Control Center (RATCC), a
U.S. Air Force noncommissioned of
ficer, was startled by a telephone call
from the Bentw.aters GCA (Ground
Controlled Approach) radar installa
tion (see map) asking, "Do you have
any targets on your scopes traveling
at 4000 mph?" Thus began one of

. the strangest and most disturbing
radar-visual UFO episodeson record.

There is a very large, confusing re
port on the Lakenheath-Bentwaters
incident in the U.S. AirForce Project
Bluebook files (Project Bluebook
60

was the name of ihc U.S. Air Force
UFO investigation). At least three
separate times unidentified radar
echoes (UREs) were tracked by the
GCA unit at Bentwaters before the
telephone contact with Lakenheath;
and although these are highly inter
esting events in themselves, they did
not involve confirmatory visual and
airborne radar contacts. A detailed
account of these first three radar con
tacts can be found in an earlier
paper by James McDonald (FSR 16,
"UFOs over Lakenheath in 1956,"
1970, pages 9-17). "Scientific Study
of Unidentified Flying Objects"
(Bantam Books, 1969; hereafter re-
fered to as the "Condon .Report")
contains no account of these because
the pertinent Bluebook files were ob
tained too late for inclusion. The
Condon Report does contain an inde
pendent account of the primary inci
dent at Lakenheath, as reported by

"the night-watch supervisor, not found
in the Bluebook file; this separate
report forms the most coherent ac-
count of the events at Lakenheath.

Following, a brief description of
the events at Bentwaters based on the
Bluebook file, the Lakenheath inci
dent' will be described here based
mainly on the night-watch super
visor's account.

Account of Obseivations

The,- four events at Bentwaters
GCA (' (see map for plots of these
radar tracks) took this order:

1. At 2130Z a URE (No. 1 in
map) was picked up on the Bent
waters AN/MPN-11A GCA radar
about 25-30 mi. to the ESE. (Note
that Z time—zero meridian time—, '
or GMT, is also local time in the
Lakenheath-Bentwaters area.) This
URE moved steadily on a constant
dzimuth heading of 295 deg until

contact was lost about 15-20 mi. to
the VVNW of Bentwaters. The radar
operator estimated the apparent
speed of the URE as 4000 mph; but
the transit time of 30 sec yields an
estimate of 4800-6000 mph, and the
operator's estimate of 5-6 mi. cov
ered by the URE between PPI
sweeps (2 sec apart) gives an esti
mate of 9000-10,800 mph. "The
size of the blip when picked up was
that of a normal aircraft target. [It]
diminished in size and intensity to
the vanishing point before crossing
the entire radar screen."

2. A "few minutes later," say
roughly 2135Z, a group of 12-15
UREs was picked up on the PPI
about 8 mi. SW of Bentwaters (No.
2 in map). These echoes ''appeared
as- normal targ'els'" and" "normal
checks made to determine possible
malfunctions of the GCA radar
failed to indicate anything was

- technically .wrong." These URE's
appeared to move as a group toward
the NE at varying speeds reported as
80-125 mph. The group covered a
"6-7-mi. area" on the scope. These
echoes "faded considerably" at a
point 14 mi. NE of Bentwaters, but
were tracked to a point about 40 mi.
NE of Bentwaters when they merged
into a single strong echo "several
times larger than a B-35 return
under comparable conditions." This
single echo remained stationary at
the point 40 mi. NE of Bentwaters
for 10-15 min., then moved .to the
NE for 5-6 mi., stopped again for
3-5 min., and finally moved out of
range (50 mi.) of the radar at
2155Z. The average apparent speed
of the URE group for the time it was
in motion can be readily calculated
as between 290 and 700 mph (58 mi.
in' 5-12 min—again differing from
the operator's estimate.
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5. At 2200Z another URE (No. 3
in map) was picked up about 30 mi.
cast of Bentwaters and tracked to a
point about 25 mi. west of the sta
tion; the (racking period was about
16 sec. The radar operator estimated
the apparent speed of this URE to be
"in excess of 4000 mph" but the
time and distance figures indicated
a speed of roughly 12,000 mph. All
the returns "appeared normal, ex
cept for (he last, which was slightly
weaker than the rest." The radar
operator indicated (hat the "[re
turn] disappeared ... by rapidly
moving out of the GCA radiation
pattern." No further UREs arc
mentioned in the Bluebook report
on the Bentwaters incident; and
considering the confusion prevailing
in reported times in Bluebook re
ports and (he similarity of the
reported tracks and speeds, possibly
this URE and No. 4, which insti
gated the phone call to Lakenheath,
may in fact be the same.

4. According to the Bluebook re
port on the Lakenheath incident, the
Bentwaters GCA radar, at 2255Z,
picked up a URE 30 mi. east (of
Bentwaters) moving to the west at
an apparent speed of "2000 to 4000
mph." In the map shown at right,
the track of the URE appears, identi
cal with No. 3 except for the Vanish
ing point. This URE then "disap
peared on scope 2 mi. east of station
and immediately appeared on scope
3 mi. west of station ... it disap-

• peared 30 mi.'west of station on
scope." If the word "immediately"
means that the URE was picked up
on the same PPI sweep, after 180
deg. rotation from east to west, it
would imply that the apparent
motion covered 5 mi. in 1 sec, an
inferred speed of some 18,000 mph.
At this rate the URE would have
covered the 60 mi. track in about 12
sec (6 PPI sweeps). As pointed out,
this may have been URE No. 3 from
the Bentwaters Bluebook report,
which is estimated at 12,000 mph',
although the reported times are
different.

At this point, someone at the
Bentwaters GCA station called the
Lakenheath RATCC station asking
the night-watch supervisor there if
he had any "4000-mph targets" on
his scopes and describing the track
of URE No. 4. The caller stated that
the control tower at Bentwaters had
reported seeing "a bright light pass
ing over the field from east to west
at terrific speed at about 4000-ft
altitude," while at the same time the
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BENTWATERS-LAKENHEATH SIGHTINGS MAP

-pilot of. a C-47 aircraft flying over
the station at 4000-ft altitude re
ported a "bright light streaked under
his aircraft traveling east to west at
terrific speed." The Lakenheath
watch supervisor, although admit
tedly skeptical of this-report, "im
mediately had all controllers start
scanning the radar scopes . . . using
full MTI (moving target indicator),
which eliminated entirely all ground
returns."

Shortly after this search began,
one of the controllers noticed a sta
tionary echo on the scopes at an
indicated position 20-25 mi. SW of
Lakenheath (No. 5 in map). Note
the position of this initial contact on
the map; it is almost directly in line
with the path of UREs 3 and 4 from
the Bentwaters report. Although the
MTI should have eliminated >the

ireturn from any target moving at

less than 40-50 knots, the radar
" personnel could detect "no move

ment at all" from this URE. The
watch supervisor called the GCA
unit at Lakenheath to see if they had
the same echo on their scope and
"they confirmed the target was on
their scope in the skme location." As

•the Lakenheath RATCC personnel
watched this URE, it suddenlybegan
moving in a NNE direction at a
speed that they subsequently calcu
lated to be 400-600 mph. In their
words "there was no . . . build-up to
this speed—it was constant from the
second it started to move until it
stopped."

The watch superyisor contacted
local AFB command personnel and
kept them informed of the happen
ings from this point on. The URE
made several changes in direction
always in a straight line, always at
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about 600 mph with no accelera
tion or deceleration apparent—the
changes varying in indicated length
from 8 to 20 mi., with stationary epi
sodes of 3-6 min intervening.

There were visual sightings at
Lakenheath during this time, but
the reports of these arc confusing
and inconclusive. Perhaps of greater
significance are the investigating
officer's statements that "two ra
dar sets [Lakenheath GCA and
RATCC] and three ground observ
ers report substantially the same,"
and "the fact that radar and ground
visual observations were made on its
rapid acceleration and abrupt stops
certainly lend [credence] to the
report."

After "about 30-45 min," or 2340
to 2355Z, the RAF "scrambled" a
de Havilland "Venom" night fighter
aircraft to investigate the Laken
heath UFO.

(At this point, the account of (he
Lakenheath night-watch supervisor
and that of the Bluebook report
diverge. First, the watch supervisor
says the aircraft was from a field
near London and was picked up on
the RATCC radar inbound from the
southwest at a range of 30-45 mi.
from Lakenheath. According to the
Bluebook file, the fighter took off
from Waterbeach RAF station (see
map), which is only 20 ,mi. SW of

Lakenheath and well within radar
range—given as 50-60 mi. for targets
at 5000 ft or above. Second, the
watch supervisor relates that the
Venom was vectored to the then
stationary URE (No. 5) at a position
about 16 mi. SWof Lakenheath, and
that this was the aircraft's first and
only contact with any UFO. Accord
ing to the Bluebook account, "the
a/c flew over Lakenheath and was
vectored to a radar target 6 mi. east
of the field (No. 6). Pilot advised
he had a bright white light in sight
and would investigate. At 13 mi.
west [of Lakenheath] he reported
loss of target and white light [N.B.
—this implies that the pilot had the
unknown on his airborne radar as
well as having had visual contact].
Lakenheath RATCC vectored him
to (presumably) another target 10
mi. cast of Lakenheath and pilot
advised target was on radar and he
was "locking on." This target would
be URE No. 5, identified by the
watch supervisor as being about 16
mi. SW of Lakenheath. Except for
this discrepancy, the account of the
Lakenheath watch supervisor agrees
with the Bluebook file from here on
in virtually every detail.)

The Venom fighter was vectored
by the RATCC radar tothe sight of
the URE, which (according to the
night-watch supervisor) was station-

BENTWATERS-LAKENHEATH URE/UFO CONTACTSAugust 13-14,1956. ww« •#«,•*».

No. Time

2130 Z

Radar contacts

Bentwaters GCA,
AN/MPN-11A.

Visual contacts Remarks

Not confirmed. Not AP.

2 ~ -2135—2155 Z Bentwaters GCA. Not confirmed. Possible AP.

2200 Z

4 2255 Z

5 0010—0330 Z

62

Bentwaters GCA. Not confirmed. Not AP; possibly
same as No. 4.

1. Bentwaters GCA. 2. Bentwaters ' - Not AP; No. 5
control tower. / could have been

3.C47 a/c at 4000 same"object"
ft over Bent
waters. Appar
ently same time'
as radar coi.tact.'

1. Lakenheath
RATCC, CPS-5.

2. Lakenheath GCA,
CPN-4.

3. Venom airborne,
A-1. All coinci
dental at various
times (airborne
contact when a/c
was on scene).

J Ground observa
tions not confirmed.

i 4'. Pilot of Venom
made visual con
tact coincidental
with the three
radar contacts.

Not AP or radar
malfunction; may
have been No. 4
from Bentwaters.

ary at the time at 15,000-20,000
ft about 16 mi. SW of Lakenheath.
Shortly after Lakenheath told the
pilot the URE was one-half mile
dead ahead of the interceptor, the
pilot radioed, "Roger, . . . I've got
my guns locked on him." (The pilot
refers to a radar fire-control system.)
This pilot later told a U.S. Air Force
investigator that the URE was "(he
clearest target I have ever seen on
radar." There was a brief pause after
the Venom pilot said he had gunlock
on the URE and then he said.
"Where did he go? Do you still have
him?" The Lakenheath RATCC in
formed him (hat the URE had made
a swifl circling movement and had
gotten behind the Venom. The pilot
then confirmed that the target was
behind him and said that he would
try to shake it. Since no tail radar is
mentioned, the pilot presumably
saw the UFO behind him.

The pilot of the Venom intercep
tor tried numerous evasive maneuv
ers, but he was unable (o lose the
URE, which the Lakenheath
RATCC radar continuously tracked
as a distinct echo behind the aircraft
echo; this implies that the separation
was greater than about 500 ft. Ac
cording to the Bluebook report,
"Pilot, advised he was unable to
'shake* the target off his tail and
requested assistance." After about
10 min., the first Venom pilot, who
reportedly sounded "pretty scared,"
said that he was returning to base'
because he was running low on fuel. .
He asked Lakenheath RATCC to
tell him if the URE followed him on

"the radar scopes. According to the
Lakenheath watch supervisor, the
URE appeared to follow the Venom
only a "short distance" as the pilot
headed SSW toward London [or :
Waterbeach], and then it resumed a •
stationary aspect..

A second Venom was vectored by
Lakenheath RATCC toward the
position of the ,URE; but before he
got close enough to pick up any
thing, he radioed that he was ex
periencing engine malfunction and
was returning to his base.. The fol
lowing conversation was monitored
by the Lakenheath watch supervisor
between the two Venom pilots:

Number 2: "Did you see any
thing?" >

Number 1: "I saw something, but .
I'll be damned if I know what it
.was."

Number 2: "What happened?"
Number 1: "He—or it—got be

hind me and I did everything I could

'";.( ...-.,._ Astronautics & Aeronautics
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to get behind him and I couldn't. It's
the damnedest thing I've ever seen."

The pilot of Venom Number 1
also stated that he had radar gun-
lock for several seconds so "there
was something there that was solid."

Following this strange "chase,"
the URE did not immediately disap
pear from the Lakenheath RATCC
radar. In the words-of the night-
watch supervisor, "The target made
a couple more short moves, then left
our radar coverage in a northerly
direction—speed still about 600
mph. We lost target outbound to the
north at about 50-60 mi., which is
normal if aircraft or target is at an
altitude below 5000 ft (because of
the radiation lobe of that type radar
[a CPS-5])." The time of loss of
contact was not given by the watch
supervisor; according to the Blue-
book file the time was about 0330Z.

The night-watch supervisor also
stated "all speeds in this report were
calculated speeds based on time and
distance covered on radar. This
speed was calculated many times
that evening. ..."

Discussions

The interpretations and analyses
that have been made of this intrigu
ing UFO incident are almost as
numerous as the investigators,them
selves. The investigating U.S. Air
Force officer wrote: "My analysis of
the sightings is that they were real

, and not figments of the imagination.
The fact that three radar sets picked
up the targets simultaneously is',
certainly conclusive that a target or

. object was in the air/the maneuv
ers of the object were'extraor'dinary;
however, the fact that radar arid
ground visual observations were
made on its rapid acceleration and
abrupt stops certainly lend [cre
dence] to the report. It is not be
lieved these sightings were of any.
meteorological or astronomical ori
gin." We quote this statement,
although these are hardly the words
of a careful, scientific investigator.

I. Allen Hynek, the well-known
UFO consultant to the Air Force,
wrote, in part: "It seems highly
unlikely, for instance, that the Per-
seid meteors could have been the
cause of the sightings, especially in
view of the statement of. observers
that shooting stars were exception
ally numerous that evening, thus
implying that they were able to dis- .
tinguish the two phenomena. Fur
ther, if any credence can be given
September1971

to the maneuvers of the objects as
sighted visually and by radar, the
meteor hypothesis must be ruled
out."

The Condon Report in its analysis
of this incident states: "In conclus
ion, although conventional or na
tural explanations certainly cannot
be ruled out, the probability of such
seems low in this caseand the proba
bility that at least one genuine UFO
was involved appears to be fairly
high." The meaning of this last
statement (by (he present author)
has puzzled some later investigators;
in this, context a "genuine UFO"
was meant to imply precisely that:
there was a material object, it was
dying (in the sense of moving
through (he air), and it was (ob
viously) unidentified. Hence, the
conclusion that there was a "genuine
UFO" was not meant to imply, for
example, that the UFO was neces
sarily of extraterrestrial origin.

In Chapter 5 of the Condon Re
port, "Optical and Radar Analyses
of Field Cases," the analysis of this
report concludes with: "In sum
mary, this is the most puzzling and
unusual case in-fhe radar-visual files.
The apparently rational, intelligent
behavior of the UFO suggests a
mechanical device of unknown ori
gin as the most probable explanation
of this sighting.-However, in view
of the inevitable fallibility "of wit
nesses, more conventional explana
tions of this report cannot be en
tirely ruled out."

Philip Klass (private communica- •
tion) believes that the Lakenheath
RATCC radar was malfunctioning
because of a faulty MTI unit; he
feels that once the radar evidence
has been explained, the rest can be "
accounted for by either confusion
of witnesses or conventional causes.

The reader may draw his own
conclusions as to which of the above
"explanations" seems the most
likely. However, a few things are
worth pointing out in summary:

!. The possibility 'that meteors
might have accounted for these
events seems to. be easily ruled out,
and it,was so discounted by early
investigators.

2. Visual mirage is ruled out by
the large angles (i.e., simultaneously
seen over a control tower and under
an aircraft) at which the UFOs were
observed and by the manner and
directions of movement.
13. Anomalous propagation of '

radar seems equally unlikely as an.
over-all explanation. All but No..2

of the UREs at Bentwaters were
apparently moving cither almost op
posite to or across the prevailing
winds, ruling out ground objects
seen by partial reflections from
moving elevated inversions (or
other layered structures). Such re
flections produce false targets that
appear to be at twice the range and
twice the height of the reflecting
layer, and appear to move in the
direction of the prevailing wind but
at an apparent speed twice as great.
Thus the group of echoes (No. 2)
observed from 2135 to 2155Z moved
gcncially from the SW (exact azi
muth not given) at "80-125 mph,"
commensurate with winds of 40-63
mph from the same direction. The
actual winds arc given as 260 cleg/
45 mph at 10,000 ft and 260 deg/
63 mph at 16,000 ft. Although the
reported stationary episodes of the
merged echoes at the two points
shown on the map would, taken at
face value, rule out the moving-
layer reflection hypothesis, there
remains a possibility that this may
have been the cause of the No.- 2
URE contact at - Bentwaters. This
hypothesis can be ruled out, how
ever, for the other URE episodes at
Bentwaters, and particularly" for
those at Lakenheath.

The "disappearance" of URE No.
4 as it overflew the Bentwaters'GCA
station was-mentioned in the Con
don Report as.being "suggestive of
AP" [anomalous propagation], and
so it is. The elevatdti-layef partial
reflection phenomenon that. causes
this type of AP involves a reflection
coefficient that is typically propor- •
.tional to the inverse sixth power of
the elevation angle of the radar
beam (cf. Wait, 1962; Thayer 1970).
Thus caused by a moving layer, if
such a false target appears to ap
proach the radar site, the signal will
drop below the noise level when the
beam elevation exceeds some critical
angle; the false target will often re-

•appear on the other side of the radar
when the beam angle once more
drops below the critical value. With
a fixed-elevation PPI display radar,
this results in a"zoneof invisibility"
around the site with a radius on the .
order of 5-15 mi. in which the target
disappears.'

Two additional factors *seem to r
point to AP as a possible cause for
URE No. 4:

. 1. Radar operators who are fa
miliar with their sets will not norm
ally report the "disappearance" of a
target unless they do not expect it,

*T 1
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Going abroad?
...think of us!

The AIAA now maintains two fully
chartered student branches In Europe-
one at the Von Karman Institute in

Brussels, and the other at the Institute

of Aerodynamics at the University of
Naples. In addition, we are now forming

additional branches in Europe, Asia

and Africa. In order to provide more

services to these student branches, we

are establishing an International Speak
ers Bureau.

We are asking all AIAA members who

are planning to be abroad during the
next six months and who are willing to

speak to a college audience about a

technical or general aerospace topic
to complete and return the following

form.

AIAA

INTERNATIONAL SPEAKERS BUREAU

REGISTRATION FORM

I

Return to: AIAAStudent Programs
1290 Avenue of the Americas

New" York, New York 100J9

NAME

TITLE

COMPANY ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

TELEPHONE

TECHNICAL SPECIALTY

DATES OF TRIP

COUNTRIES TO BE VISITED

LANGUAGES OTHER THAN ENGLISH
(SPOKEN)

I WILL BE ABLE TO ADDRESS STUDENT
GROUPS IN:

A. THE CITIES I AM NOW SCHEDULED TO
VISIT . •

B. OTHER CITIES IN THE SAME GENERAL
AREA w •

SIGNATURE

which would preclude targets that
enter the radar's normal "blind
zone" (if it has one).

2. The target was "lost" at 2 mi
east but reacquired at 3 mi. west,
an asymmetry that is possible with
AP but not usual with radar "blind
zones."

However, a strong factor argues
against the AP hypothesis in this
instance: the URE was moving al
most opposite to the prevailing
winds. In addition, because of the
apparent speed of the URE, it should
have reappeared about 3.5 mi. west
of the radar on the second PPI

sweep after "losing" it 2 mi. east
(on the first sweep it should have
been almost over the radar, and
probably not visible to it), so that
the "asymmetry" can be assigned to
the "digital" sampling by the PPI
sweep-scan display. It is therefore
most unlikely that URE No. 4 was
caused by AP, a conclusion also
reached in the Condon Report.

The Lakenheath episode (URE
No. 5) is even more unlikely to have
been caused by AP. That the com
plicated, stop-and-go maneuvers de
scribed by the Lakenheath night-
watch supervisor could have, been
caused by AP returns, and at that
on two different radars operating
on different frequencies and scan
rates, is almost inconceivable. Ghost
echoes have often been observed that
will appear to "tail" an aircraft echo
—sometimes, the radar will even
track a jet-exhaust plurrie^^but-such
echoes never stop following the air
craft and become stationary, as did
the Lakenheath URE.

In summary, although AP may
possibly have been a factor in the
No,, 2 Bentwaters sighting, it is not
possible to assign the rest of the
events, reported to propagation ef
fects, even aside from the visual,
confirmations.

Possible malfunction of radar
equipment, and especially, possible
malfunction of the MTI on the

Lakenheath RATCC radar) has been
suggested as a cause of these UREs.
It is true that a malfunctioning MTI
unit could conceivably produce false
echo behavior similar, 'to that ob
served at/ Lakenheath. However,
the coincident observation of the

URE by the Lakenheath GCA radar,
a different type, and later by the
Venom's airborne radar, seems to
rule out this hypothesis. The detec
tion of an apparently stationary tar
get while the radar was on MTI. is
not as surprising as it seems. A vi

brating or rapidly rotating target
will show up on MTI radar even if
it is not otherwise in motion.

Thus, none of the conceivable
"simple" explanations for the events
at Bentwaters and Lakenheath seems
to hold up under investigation.
Moreover, the credibility of the
accounts is increased by.ihe number
of redundant radar and visual con
tacts made coincidentally. The table
on page 62 summarizes these re
dundancies,, ^vhich are seen to be
present primarily for events No. 4
and 5 (Bentwaters URE-UFO No. 4
and the Lakenheath UFO).

One slightly disturbing aspect of
these contacts is that the Laken
heath RATCC radar operators failed
to "pick up" Bentwaters UREs 1
through 4, even though they should
have been well within range. (A
target at 5000 ft, for example, should
have been visible anywhere west of
the coastline in the vicinity of Bent
waters) . Note that URE No. 1 was
headed almost directly at Laken
heath at the time it was lost by
Bentwaters GCA. Of course, it is
possible that the radar did pick up
these objects and that, for various
possible reasons, the operators did
not notice or report them.

Conclusions

In conclusion; with two highly
redundant contacts—the first with
ground radar, combined with both
ground and airborne visual observ
ers, and the second/with airborne
radar, an' airborne visual observer,
and two different gtownd radars—
the Bentwaters-Lakenheath UFO
incident represents one of the most
significant radar-visual UFO cases.
Taking into consideration the high
credibility of information and(the
cohesiveness and continuity of ac
counts, combined with a high degree
of "strangeness," it is also certainly
one of the most disturbing UFO
incidents known today.
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Case 2 i

Greenwich

Summer 1956

Investigator: Staff

1 ' :' !

Abstract:

At least one UFO was tracked by air traffic control radar

(GCA) at two USAR-RAF stations, with apparently corresponding

visual sightings of round, white rapidly moving objects which

changed directions abruptly. Interception by RAF fighter

aircraft was attempted; one aircraft was vectored to the UFO by

GCA radar and the pilot reported airborne radar contact and

radar "gunlock." The UFO appeared to circle around behind the

aircraft and followed it in spite of the pilot's evasive maneuvers

Contact was broken when the aircraft returned to base, low on

fuel. The preponderance of evidence indicates the possibility

of a genuine UFO in this case. The weather was generally clear

with good visibility.

Background:

The existence of this very interesting radar-visual case was

first brought to the attention of the project staff in winter

1968 by the receipt of an unsolicited letter from one of the

principal witnesses, a retired IJSAF non-commisioned officer who

was the Watch Supervisor at the GCA station on the

night in question. This letter is rather well written, and since

it forms the most coherent account of this UFO case, it is repro

duced below in its entirety.

Reference your UFO Study: you probably

already have this item in your file, but, in case

you don't, I will briefly outline it and you can

contact me for full details if you want them.
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I retired (20 years service)...from the USAF.

I have placed my name, rank, and serial number at

the top of the page if you want to check on my

autiienticity. I was an Air Traffic Controller through

out my service career and utilized radar the last

16 years in the control of Air Traffic. I won't

bother listing the types and locations, although

I could supply all this if needed.

In 1956, ... (T can't remember the exact date

or month), I was on duty as Watch Supervisor at...

[GCA a] in the Radar Air Traffic Control Center.

It was the 5:00 p.m. to midnight shift. I had

either four or five other controllers on my shift.

I was sitting at the Supervisor's Coordinating

desk and received a call on the direct line (actually

I'm not sure which line it was). Anyway, it was...

IGCA BJ calling and the radar operator asked me

if we had any targets on our scopes travelling at

4,000 mph. They said they had watched a target on

their scopes proceed from a point 30 or 40 miles

east...to a point 40 miles west of...[GCA B].

The target passed directly over...[GCA B] RAF

Station (also an USAF Station). He said the

tower reported seeing it go by and it just

appeared to be a blurry light. A C-47 flying over

the base at 5,000 feet altitude also reported
seeing it as a blurred light that passed under

his aircraft. No report as to actual distance below

the aircraft. I immediately had all controllers

start scanning the radar scopes. I had each

scope set on a different range-from 10 miles to

200 miles radius of.,.[GCA A]. At this, time I

did not contact anyone by telephone as I was

rather skeptical of this report. We were using
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full MTI on our radar, which eliminated entirely

all ground returns and stationary targets. There was

very little or no traffic or targets on the scopes,

as I recall. However one controller noticed a

stationary target on the scopes about 20 to 25

miles southwest. This was unusual as a stationary

target should have been eliminated unless it was

moving at a speed of at least 40 to 45 knots. And

yet we could detect no movement at all. We watched

this target on all the different scopes for

several minutes and I called the GCA Unit at ...[A]

to see if they had this target on their scopes also.

They confirmed the target was on their scope in the

same geographical location. As we watched, the

stationary target started moving at a speed of 400

to 600 mph in a north, northeast direction until

it reached a point about 20 miles north northwest

of ...[A]. There was no slow start or build-up
to this speed--it was constant from the second

it started to move until it stopped.

I called and reported all the facts to this

point, including...[B] GCA's initial report, to

the ...Command Post I also hooked in my local

AFB Commanding Officer and my Unit (AFCS Commun

ications Squadron) Commander on my switchboard.

And there could have been others hooked in

also that I was not aware of. I repeated all the

facts known to this point and continued to give a

detailed report on the target's movements and

location. The target made several changes in location,
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always in a straight line, always at about 600

mph and always from a standing or stationary point

to his next stop at constant speed no build-up

in speed at all—thesei changes in location varied

from 8 miles to 20 miles in length—no set pattern

at any time. Time spent stationary between move

ments also varied from 3 or 4 minutes to 5 or 6

minutes (possibly even longer as I was busy

answering questions — listening to theories,

guesses, etc. that the conference line people

were saying). This continued for some time.

,After I imagine about 30 to 45 minutes, it was

decided to scramble two RAF interceptors to

investigate. This was done I believe by ...

Air Force calling the RAF and, after hearing

what the score was, they scrambled one aircraft.

(The second got off after as I will mention

later.)

The interceptor aircraft took off from an

RAF Station...and approached...[A] from the

southwest. Radio and radar contact was estab

lished with the RAF intercept aircraft at a

point about 30 to 35 miles southwest...[and]

inbound to...[A]. On initial contact we gave

the interceptor pilot all the background infor

mation on the UFO, his (the interceptor's)

present distance and bearing from...[A], the

UFO's (which was stationary at the time)

distance and bearing from...[A]. We explained

we did not know the altitude of the UFO but

we could assume his altitude was above 15,000

feet and below 20,000 feet, due to the operational
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characteristics of the radar-(CPS-5 type radar, I

believe). Also we mentioned the report from the
C-47 over . . . [B] that relayed the story about

the light which passed below him. His altitude was

5,000 feet.

We immediately issued headings to the inter

ceptor to guide him to the UFO. The UFO remained

stationary throughout. This vectoring of the

intercept aircraft continued. We continually gave

the intercept aircraft his heading to the UFO and

his distance from the UFO at approximately 1 to 2

i mile intervals. Shortly after we told the intercept

; aircraft he was one-half mile from the UFO and it

i was twelve-o'clock from his position, he said.

• "Roger, ...I've got my guns locked on

| him." Then he paused and said, "Where did he go?
j Do you still have him?" We replied, "Roger, it
[ appeared he got behind you and he's still there."

j [There were now two targets; one behind the other,

I same speed, very close, but two separate distinct

\ targets.]
s

\ The first movement by the UFO was so swift

1 (circling behind the interceptor); I missed it
i
-• entirely, but it was seen by the other controllers.

! However, the fact that this had occurred was confirmed

| by the pilot of the interceptor. The pilot of the
| interceptor told us he would try to shake the UFO and
i

| would try it again. He tried everything—he climbed,
| dived, circled, etc., but the UFO acted like it was
j

< glued right behind him, always the same distance,

| very close, but we always had two distinct targets.
j [Note: Target resolution on our radar at the range
j they were from the antenna (about 10 to 30 miles,
| all in the southerly sectors from. .. [A])
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would be between 200 and 600 feet probably.

Closer than that we would have got one target

from both aircraft and UFO. Most specifications

say 500 feet is the minimum, but I believe it

varies and 200 to 600 feet is closer to the

truth and, in addition, the tuning of the equip

ment, atmospheric conditions, etc., also help

determine this-figure.]

The interceptor pilot continued to try and

shake the UFO for about ten minutes (approximate--

it seemed longer both to him and us). He con

tinued to comment occasionally and we could tell

from the tonal quality he was getting worried,

excited and also pretty scared.

He finally said, "I'm returning to Station,

[A]. Let me know if lie follows me. I'm

getting low on petrol." The target (UFO)

followed him only a short distance, as he headed

south southwest, and the UFO stopped and remained

stationary. We advised the interceptor that the

UFO target had stopped following and was now

stationary about 10 miles south of...[A]

He rogered this message and almost immediately

the second interceptor called us on the same

frequency. We replied and told him we would

advise him when we had a radar target, so we

could establish radar contact with his aircraft.

(He was not on radar at this time, probably had

just taken off and was too low for us to pick him

up, or too far away.--we had most of the scopes

on short range, so we could watch the UFO closely

on the smaller range.) The number two inter

ceptor called the number one interceptor by name

(Tom, Frank—whatever his name was) and asked

him, "Did you see anything?" Number one replied,
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"I saw something, but I'll be damned if I know

what it was." Number two said, "What happened?"

Number one said, "He (or it) got behind me and

I did everything I could to get behind him and

I couldn't. It's the damndest thing I've ever

seen." Number one also made a remark at this

time to number two, that he had his radar locked

on whatever it was for just a few seconds so

there was something there that was solid. Number

one then switched frequencies to his home base

frequency. We gave number two the location of

the UFO and advised him that we still didn't

have him on radar, but probably would have shortly,

He delayed answering for some seconds and then

finally said, ... [A] (Identification

aircraft call sign)--can't remember what call

sign these aircraft were using. Returning home,

my engine is malfunctioning." He then left our

frequency.

Throughout this we kept all the agencies, . . .

advised on every aspect, every word that was

said, everything.

We then inquired what action they wanted to

take. They had no more suggestions and finally

they told us to just keep watching the target and

let them know if anything else happened. The

target made a couple more short moves, then left

our radar coverage In a northerly direction-

speed still about 600 mph. We lost target out

bound to the north ;it about 50 to 60 miles, which

is normal if aircraft or target is at an altitude

below 5,000 feet (because of the radiation lobe

of that type radar). We notified . . . Air

Division Command Post and they said they'd tell

everybody for us.
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1 made out a written report on all this, in

detail for the officers in charge of my facility,

and was told that unless I was contacted later for

further information, he would take care of it. I

don't know if a CERVIS report was submitted on

this or not—I heard no more about it.

All speeds in this report were calculated

speeds based on time and distance covered on radar

This speed was calculated many times that evening

and although, this happened quite awhile ago, the

basic elements are correct.

Fig. 1 shows a map of the contact as drawn by the witness.

Investigation:

Since this case was discovered so late in the project, investi

gation was limited to a follow-up request for additional information

from Project Blue Book, and analysis of the available details of the

case by investigators familiar, with radar and optical propagation

anomalies.

Copies of the Project Blue Book files on the case were received

in late August of 1968. A considerable amount of this material is

reproduced below. One of the interesting aspects of this case is

the remarkable accuracy of the account of the witness as given in

the letter reproduced above, which was apparently written from

memory 12 yr. after the incident. There are a number of minor

discrepancies, mostly a matter of figures (the C-47 at 5,000 ft.

was evidently actually at 4,000 ft.), and he seems to have confused

the identity of location C with B; however, all of the major details

of his account seem to be well confirmed by the Blue Book account.

There were ancillary sightings at . . . [C] besides those

which instigated the UFO search by the . . . [A] GCA Unit but as
^subsequent airborne intercept attempts yielded neither radar nor

visual contact, these accounts are not detailed below.
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FIRST SIGHTING ON RADAR

• FIRST MOVEMENT AND STOPPING PLACE SEEN ON RADAR

INTERCEPT POINT BY RAF INTERCEPTOR - POINT ALSO
AT WHICH RAF PLIOT REPORTED RADAR GUNSIGHT
LOCKED ON UFO

Fig. 1
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At 22557, [C] GCA sighted

object thirty miles east of station traveling

westerly at 2000-4000 mph. Object disappeared on

scope two miles east of station and immediately

appeared on scope three miles west of station

where it disappeared thirty miles west of station

on scope. Tower personnel at ....[C] reported

to GCA a bright light passed over the field east

to west at terrific speed and at about 4000 feet

alt. At same time pilot in aircraft at 4000

feet alt. over [C] reported a bright light

streaked under his aircraft traveling east to

west at teriffic speed. At this time....[C]

GCA checked with RAF station [A] GCA to

determine if unusual sightings were occurring

[A] GCA alerted [the] AAA stationed at

[A] and [B] GCA to watch for

unusual targets. Following info is the observations

made by this station radar, tower and ground

personnel placed in format required by AFR

2000-2: 1. Description of object(s): (A)

Round white lights (B) One observer from ground

stated on first observation object was about size

of golf ball. As object continued in flight it

became a "pin point." (C) Color was white. (D)

Two from ground observation undetermined number

of blips appearing and disappearing on radar

scopes. (E) No formation as far as radar sight

ings concerned. Ground observers stated one white

light joined up with another and both disappeared

in formation together." (F) No features or details

other than the white light. (G) Objects as seen

by ground observers and GCA radar have feature of
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traveling at terrific speeds and-, then stopping

and changing course 'immediately. 2. Description

of course of objects: (A) Ground observers

looked at sky and saw the object(s). RAF Station

[A] GCA was alerted by [C] GCA to

be on lookout for unusual targets. (B) Ground

observers estimated objects, were 20-2500 feet

alt and were on a SW heading. Object stopped

and immediately assumed- an easterly heading.

RAF Station [A] GCA and Air Traffic

Control Center reports radar tracking from 6

miles west to about twenty miles SW where target

stopped and assumed a stationary position for

five minutes. Target then assumed a reading

north westerly into the Station and stopped two

miles NW of Station [A] GCA reports

three to four additional targets were doing

the same. Radars reported these, facts to occur

at later hours than the ground observers. . (C)

Ground observers report no change in alt and

objects disappeared on easterly heading. Radar

sets stated no definite disappearance factors

other than targets disappeared from scopes at

approx 0330 GMT Aug 14. (D) Flight path was

straight but jerky with object stopping instantly

and then continuing. Maneuvers were of same

pattern except one object was observed to "lock

on" to fighter scrambled by RAF and followed all

maneuvers of the jet fighter aircraft. In addition,

[A] Radar Air Traffic Control Center

observed object 17 miles east of Station making

sharp rectangular course of flight. This maneuver

was not conducted by circular path but on right
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angles at speeds of 600-800 mph. Object would

stop and start with amazing rapidity. (E) Objects

simply disappeared. (F) Objects were observed

intermittently by RAF Station....[a] radars

from 140310 to 140330. 3. Manner of observa

tion: (A) Ground-visual, air-electronic and

ground-electronic. Ground-electronic equipment

was TS-ID, CPS 5, and CPN4 radars. Air-electronic

was A-l airborne radar equipment in ....jet

aircraft. Type of aircraft, Venom, operating

out of RAF Station 4. Time and date

of sighting: (A) Summer 140010Z through .

140330Z. (B) Night (sky clear and nin/th of

clouds --moonlight). 5. Location of observers

RAF Station .... k] 52°24»N 0°33'E. 6. Weather

and winds-aloft conditions at time and place of

sightings: (A) Clear sky until 0300Z shortly there

after scattered clouds at 3500 ft. (B) From

midnight until 0600Z surface wind was 230 deg

at 15 knots; 6000 ft 290 deg at 24 knots; 1000 ft

290 deg at 35 knots; 16,000 ft 290 deg at 45 knots;

20,000 ft 290 deg at 53 knots; 30,000 ft 290

deg at 62 knots; 50,000 ft 290" deg at 75 knots.

(C) Ceiling unlimited. (D) Visibility from 0001Z

to 04000Z was 10 nautical miles. (E) 1/10 of sky

covered at 0300Z. 8. Ground observers report

unusual amount of shooting stars in sky. Further

state the objects seen were definitely not shooting

stars as there were no trails behind as are usual

with such sightings. 9. Interception was under

taken by one British jet fighter on alert by,...

[A] sector control. Aircraft is believed to have

been a Venom. The aircraft flew over RAF Station
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....[A] and was vectored toward a target on
radar 6 miles east of the field. Pilot advised

he had a bright white light in sight and would

investigate. At thirteen miles west he reported

loss of target and white light [A] RATCC

vectored him to a target 10 miles east of ..

..[A] and pilot advised target was on radar and

he was "locking on." Pilot reported he had lost

target on his radar. " [a] RATCC reports that
as the Venom passed the target on radar, the

target began a tail chase of the friendly fighter.

RATCC requested pilot acknowledge this chase.

Pilot acknowledged and stated he would try to

circle and get behind the target. Pilot advised

he was unable to "shake" the target off his tail

and requested assistance. One additional Venom

was scrambled from the RAF Station. Original

pilot stated; "clearest target I have ever seen

on radar." Target disappeared and second air

craft did not establish contact. First aircraft

returned to home Station due to being low on

fuel. Second Venom was vectored to other radar

targets but was unable to make contact. Shortly

afterwards, second fighter returned to home Station

due to malfunctions. No further interception

activities were undertaken. All targets disappeared

from scopes at approximately 0330Z. 10. Other

aircraft in the area were properly identified by

radar and flight logs as being friendly. All

personnel interviewed and logs of RATCC lend reality

to the existence of some unexplainable flying phe

nomena' near this air field on this occasion. Not

an Air Base; however, the controllers are
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experienced and technical skills were used in

attempts to determine just what the objects were.

When the target would stop on the scope. The

MTI was used. However, the target would still

appear on the scope. All ground observers and

reports from observers at ....[C] agree on

color. Maneuvers and shape of object. My analysis

of the sightings is that they were real and not

figments of the imagination. The fact that three

radar sets picked up the targets simultaneously

is certainly conclusive that a target or object

was in the air. The maneuvers of the object were

extraordinary; however, the fact that radar and

ground visual observations were made on its rapid

acceleration and abrupt stops certainly lend cre-

dulance to the report. It is not believed these

sightings were of any meteorological or astro

nomical origin.

The material on the [c] sightings given at the beginning

of the preceeding account is typical; three other radar targets

tracked by that station behaved in a similar manner and intercept

attempts made from 2130 to 2215 GMT by an American T-33 jet

aircraft were fruitless.

An analysis of this case from the viewpoint of possible anomalous

propagation was made and appears in Chapter 7, Section VI. |

Conclusions:

In view of the multiple radar sightings involved in this case,

any conventional explanation for the occurrences reported would seem

to require some sort of radar anomalous propagation. As pointed

out in Chapter 7 , the evidence for anomalous propagation in this

case is rather uncertain. The temporary disappearance of the

target as it appeared to overfly the .....[C] GCA is quite suggestive

of anomalous propagation. The generally clear weather was conducive
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to the formation of the atmospheric stratification that causes

anomalous propagation, although it by no means follows that such

formation would have actually'occurred. In this connection, the

apparent near-coincidence between the appearance of broken clouds

(0330 GMT) and the disappearance of the radar targets (0330 GMT)

could be significant.

On the other side must be balanced the generally continuous

and consistent movements of the radar tracks reported by # [a]

which are not at all typical of radar false targets caused by

anomalous propagation. In addition, some of the maneuvers reported

in the radar controller's letter to have been executed by the UFO

are extremely unlikely to be duplicated by a false target, in

particular stopping and assuming a new path after following the

intercepting aircraft for some time. The comments of the Air

Force officer who prepared the UFO message reproduced earlier are

«. also significant.

J In an early Air Force investigation it was suggested that the

j visual sightings might have been caused by the Perseid meteors.

1 However, as Air Force Consultant Dr. Hynek pointed out:

j It seems highly unlikely, for instance,

j that the Perseid meteors could have been the
1 cause of the sightings, especially in view of

| i the statement of observers that shooting stars

| were exceptionally numerous that evening, thus

> implying that they were able to distinguish the

| two phenomena. Further, if any credence can be
j given to the maneuvers of the objects as sighted
] visually and by radar, the meteor hypothesis

j must be ruled out.
j Dr. Hynek also remarked:

The statement that radars reported these

facts to occur at later hours than the ground

observers' needs clarification inasmuch as it
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contradicts other portions of the report which

indicate that at least at certain times visual

and radar sightings were simultaneous.

In retrospect it appears that what the statement in question

may have been meant to imply was that the radars continued to

report target (s) after visual contact had been lost; the statement

does not necessarily imply that no simultaneous radar-visual

sightings occurred.

In conclusion, although conventional or natural explanations

certainly cannot be ruled out, the probability of such seems low

in this case and the probability that at least one genuine UFO was

involved appears to be fairly high.
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at 50,000 ft. and 27()°/33 knots at 55,000 ft. the plotted track

of the UFO is consistent with the observed upper winds. The blip
was first "painted" at a 240° azimuth, which may explain where that
quantity originated in the UFO movement report.

Conclusion: almost certainly a weather balloon. Note that the

winds reported for the Wright-Patterson AFB 1000 LST show winds

blowing first from the east, then from the SSE, ultimately from the
west at higher altitudes. These winds were blowing in such a manner

that it is conceivable that Wright-Patterson's own radiosonde balloon
may have been the UFO in this incident.

76~B- Near Charleston, W. Va., 4 May 1966, 0340 LST. Weather:

Severe thunderstorms in area. Pilot of a Braniff Airlines Boeing 707
flying at 33,000 ft. observed on his left side what appeared to be a
fast-flying aircraft with landing lights. Braniff's airborne radar

recorded this unknown. Pilot requested the radar operator at Charleston
sector of Indianapolis ARTC to look for traffic at his 8:30 or 9:00

position, and the radar picked up a track in this position. Return
made a sweeping turn and disappeared off scope to the southwest.

An American Airlines pilot flying 20 mi. behind the Braniff plane
saw the object. It appeared to him to be a normal aircraft with land

ing lights. This pilot stated he had often seen such aircraft with

lights during AF refueling missions.

Estimated speed of the unknown was 750-800 mph.. No unusual

maneuvers were performed or any that were beyond known military aircraft

capabilities at the time. AF explanation is that the unknown was an

aircraft with landing lights on. This is consistent with the reported facts.
Case 2. Lakenheath, England, 13-14 August 1956, 2230-0330 LST.

Weather: generally clear until 0300 LST on the 14th. (For details
see Section IV.)

The probability that anomalous propagation of radar signals may
have been involved in this case seems to be small. One or two details
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are suggestive of AP, particulary the reported disappearance of the first

track as the UFO appeared to overfly the Bentwaters GCA radar. Against .

this must be weighed the Lakenheath controller's statement that there

was "little or no traffic or targets on scope," which is not at all

suggestive of AP conditions, and the behavior of the target near Lakenheath

apparently continuous and easily tracked. The "tailing" of the RAF

fighter, taken alone, seems to indicate a possible ghost image, but this

does not jibe with the report that the UFO stopped following the fighter,

as the latter was returning to its base, and went off in a different

direction. The radar operators were apparently careful to calculate

the speed of the UFO from distances and elapsed times, and the speeds

were reported as consistent from run to run, between stationary episodes.

This behavior would be somewhat consistent with reflections from mov

ing atmospheric layers -- but not in so many different directions.

Visual mirage, at Bentwaters seems to be out of the question

because of the combined ground and airborne observations; the C47

pilot apparently saw the UFO below him. The visual objects do not

seem to have been meteors; statements by the observers that meteors

were numerous imply that they were able to differentiate the UFO from

the metoers.

In summary, this is the most puzzling and unusual case in the

radar-visual files. The apparently rational, intelligent behavior of

the UFO suggests a mechanical device of unknown origin as the most

probable explanation of this sighting. However, in view of the in

evitable fallibility of witnesses, more conventional explanations of

this report cannot be entirely ruled out.
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the following infaraation oeacHHraing swb}e*i SaWaatt&flNi
.ltd ,;t L—rewi '*. Wright^ pa&ia'al taw*

on. RA#~ «ra,
-

Towar rtex

was between 2-l«?i^ &.il
it obaerrod «t

ftt

is attention was first ©al;.*d to fcha ebjaafc «§r 11
•; •••.VrtLP* tl ;.vs#-.'*» rX*i, *&#

..*sd he Id «•<„ auras .ts&ftk, *» aigatt*
*.?. ... • «r v'rmx first ubmmvi Let**

aaemebls datsT. ' vera ©beeirwaA s&sg •
•ted st rrwsi a* *we&rai«

i: 50 power biaeattlera. Tlw «f kit
Aogast 1956, He InAleaUd that tt» efctfa*

elevation toward the south east. The eejeet •»•>*»
„L«»tfeIr on* hoar dnrlug which tlee It laters&tfcetttly iljwjpxawt

. ;M9aapa«re<l. -At the tie* of ta» otvlecr»'* aisappeangige, It wsfll iBBiaHmwfr
^«*tAW /.ntf .t^w. v-,« harlgan la youth aoutfe-eagterly diyeetioe* Light

.iria* °™.' dim*, to nigat.S^t Wright Judicata* that t&e #igr we*
la%r ? the Use of this observation.
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jatlfloxi rijtag Objects,

stars CSC A (Al»~*SP!f~l 1A) betweer
*d up * mttiwlj & alloj

(ad on the radar scop** c.lO;
ttaat of BanWaters, At the 1<

oor> 1264tb AAOS ScfuaAroa, JLAF St&tia*
>wiug in- ' ao relative te subject

lide jecta were traakwd by tba
';. v .'i: ^ 13 August 195*. This &*m

ittTwert c.f JtAF Station &e*ew*%er* sod tssff*
:>>eete vera approxlaatoi^ 1* ttiXai

ttox tba course of imam &h}*t*%*t,
0 1$ alfjaata ^s»m»

of berntws^tars. At tna apprftxliia'ta i&-o a

ange ir
rg* object

sia* 01

bj*ets 3 1 group appasrad to canwrfs lata aaa sary
«*«r«d ta ba sawraJ. ttnas largar tkaa a 2>-3^ aireya/% ftas

th© 3Up on tba rsjdar scope. At the tl«s thyt tft? i^yj/fami
•,& .seasjad-to aoa-wra In-^ «»* ' »>f^ nhfo-fc,- t\» l*r» <ibt*«t »n»*^jt>c:

,m^^ at..tinn«rv ffg- 10 t,c B idnntaa. Tba large objeet than syssdJJ^S, agptmi
• *a or 6 igQae thoa gtopnad Its aaTO»»Bt for 3 to 5 tAawf s th»*
*aJ JRK off the raiiar aoope.

Vbaory »teit«d that tba 12 to 15 unlAsatlflaa aajaots wrra ypaeawwt
•'igMlsr faraatlflfi with an astlaatad 100C ,fe«t aa?iv

tch object • feraatloft. The other objaets ware aeatt«ex-.



these ufcject* ap^s-craa! a* neresu terf,
shacks Bfede to deterato* pattalbia aelfunction a

,,te anytiling aas t*cbnle*U/ wrong. Sgt Wffitttf eat
4eatj f •« objecte la this greac; **v?eg at-the rat* af'barUMsaa tlH

as per hour. S» cossputed this spaed by using tba range nargias an ta
• *pe.

Sgt Ifcenry aAftejl that another J?<B aaa sighted en the OCA radar at about
22002,. 13 August 1*§©« This object aas tracked an the rejar eereea fsr nsai*v*tos«--.
It X6 see ends, Gouree of the object being traastea" aaa fren ahaut 30 nUne wurt df
|»ntw*t«rs to apprealnately 25 alias seat af this siatieR, SpeexTe 5 peajfe.
'aas eetinatod to be in excess of ^>.« ail— .per beer* All radar ret**na sff**f*i
aoraal oa the scope far this Ject except far the last return welch aassssf

r weaker t) i rest, Sgt tsbeary exj&siaejl tfcet object ewadealy d4e> '
a red off the radar screen by rapidly aoring eel ei the OCA regialien paHwiWI^
.t conditions *•?» night. Heather aas elaar aith gead risibility and Ugttl

winda.

k/2C fscaare.

The fallowing information pertaining to an Unidentified Fly lag Object
ted electronically on the 3ent*sters OCA at 21302. 13 August 1^56 aaa niWlrts

I./2C John U fscoare Jr, OCA Operator, 126&tA I »suadron» MI Statles*
Bontwstere, tegl-and..-

Airaar. faceare ladles tad thst he tracked one Unidentified Hying Object em,
mBentwaters OCA soreen for approsiaateljr 30 seconds at 21301. 13 Auga.it %Sj|%'

The sise of the Blip shea picked np was that of a noraal aircraft-target# 1W_
iainialien ia siae end intensity to the vanishing point before erecslng W£

entire radar screen«

The unidentified flying object was picked \xp at an estiaated 25 ta 30 wAJtp,:
*"' Tr^-ftr^i fflf »antli&tara and flaw » tamtmit. nour— of ECS* ta t^* yyf^jfy

_o<tijit on the scope which ea s 1$ to 20 mi loo west north-east of fontwaters at *w
undet«r*ined altitude. Alrmn faocare estimated the speed of this abject tfc'e*
the vialnity ef UOOO miles per hour. This speed aas calculated by comparing tfefe
speed of the object en the C«CA scope with cpeeda that the operator la fse£ltW

a the eleo simulator* A/2C Taeeare added that sone idea of Use #fr*#t.
of the cbjet > coerxifaed froa the fact that each tlae the OCA a«Uan»
completed a revolution the Blip frost thin ebject woved h to 5 pdle* en ih@ **$m
screen. The OCA sntenna ooapletee a revolution onoe every two se*ende» TW
weather was reported as clear with unlimited visibility,

Lte_ Mats and Rome»

On >0 August he following Information was receives] froa 1st It flharlr-
Jgr- flrtVdt ««d 1st -:\ ,^;:^ •::, aowa concerning their aerial eearch for sue

.dentified flying objects. Lt# Met* «nd lowe are pilots aasigned ta the Sftttfe
• Interceptor Squadron, Beateaters, ingland. The above naaad effioam

indicated that thay were returning to Beateaters frtn a T»33 flight about
,. 13 Auga& . At this tism they acre Motored to tea earth - aaa* a**

Bentwatcre to searcb for aaidenturietf flying ehjeets **;lch were baiaw trwe^ea
the-Bcntwatare OCA. Lit. Bats and *,*» stated that tJaer •m^rSei tan s issa>
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